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EXECUTIVE PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED AS
tiag® CONTINUES EXPANSION INTO NEW MARKETS
RESTON, Va., Jan. 20, 2016 – tiag® (The Informatics Applications Group, Inc.) recently promoted Neil
Lampton and Umang Modi to vice president posts as the company adds more than a dozen new
contracts to its portfolio in the last quarter. Lampton and Modi are credited with garnering significant new
work for tiag including behavioral health mobile apps, cyber security, data integration for clinical analysis
and an expanded footprint in Washington state with city and state government organizations.
An expert in the architecture and deployment of mission-critical federal enterprise projects, Lampton is
known for his proactive, on-target identification of solutions that maximize innovation, increase business
value, heighten productivity and boost efficiency while minimizing cost. Lampton has helped shape
contract operations and IT initiatives for tiag’s work with U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Air
Force Medical Operations Agency, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command, National Center
for Telehealth & Technology and Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, as well as various IT
initiatives in Washington state.
Overseeing crucial enterprise management endeavors and key healthcare initiatives, Modi’s profound
understanding of business, technology and process issues translates into intuitive leadership supported
by critical analysis and whatever-it-takes determination. Innovative solutions follow, as evidenced in
contract operations at Defense Health Agency, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S.
Army Warrior Transition Command, Army Analytics Group, Uniformed Services University of Health
Sciences and numerous other organizations.
“For more than a decade, Neil Lampton and Umang Modi have demonstrated inspired leadership as their
roles and responsibilities with tiag have grown. They have directly contributed to tiag’s year-over-year
success and are poised to have even more impact in their new roles,” said tiag president and CEO Dalita
Harmon. “Most importantly, they care about the success of every project for every customer, and
delivering it in a way that goes above and beyond every expectation.”

About tiag®
Established in 1999 in Reston, Va., tiag (The Informatics Applications Group, Inc.) is an innovative
management consulting and technology services firm esteemed for progressive technology solutions that
transform business and advance critical missions. tiag takes pride in its people, achievements, processes
and successes in leading program initiatives to support the security and health of those who serve military
and civilian sectors of U.S. government. tiag's complementary services portfolio delivers focused
expertise and support ranging from complex, enterprise-wide solutions to stand-alone custom projects.
Please visit tiag.net to learn more.
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